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ABSTRACT: We report results on nuclear spin symmetry conservation
studied by high resolution spectroscopy of relative line intensities for the A
and E nuclear spin isomers of symmetric top molecules CHD3, CH3D,
CH3F, and CH3

35Cl in supersonic jet expansions with He and Ar as carrier
gases. Infrared absorption spectra were measured around 3000 cm−1 by an
infrared (lead salt) diode laser and a continuous wave IR-OPO (infrared
optical parametric oscillator) locked to a frequency comb. A detailed
analysis of the R(2)-line intensities of the CH-stretching fundamental shows
that nuclear spin symmetry is conserved for CHD3, CH3F, and CH3

35Cl
during the expansion. For CH3D, a small contribution from nuclear spin
symmetry relaxation cannot be excluded completely under our experimental
conditions.

1. INTRODUCTION

Chemical reaction dynamics has many facets, to which notably
Hanna Reisler has importantly contributed.1−9 These include
the state selective partitioning of energy among products in
reactions of molecules and clusters. An important aspect which
has found initial interest mostly with respect to the nature and
energy of electronic states concerns symmetry in chemical
reactions.10−12 However, symmetry plays a much broader role
in that different time scales of primary processes can be
understood as arising from underlying approximate symmetries
resulting in approximate constants of the motion being
conserved in molecular processes and reactions.13 One such
approximate conservation law concerns nuclear spin symmetry,
which results in detailed state to state selection rules in
chemical reactions which have been predicted theoretically
some time ago,14 but for which only few experimental studies
are available. Under certain circumstances, nuclear spin
symmetry conservation even leads to the existence of fairly
stable “chemical quasi-species”.
Molecules possessing several identical nuclei with nonzero

spin can exist in the form of different “nuclear spin isomers”
corresponding to different nuclear spin symmetry species,
which may have long lifetimes because of approximate nuclear
spin symmetry conservation.13 This resulted in the preparation
of para-H2 as a nuclear spin isomer already in 1929 through
cooling in the presence of a magnetic catalyst.15 Para-H2 can
be preserved for months without converting to ortho-H2 at
room temperature and even longer at reduced temperature and
pressure. Nuclear spin symmetry conversion (relaxation) is a

fundamental kinetic process, and so far, only few studies of
such phenomena exist. We may mention in this context also
early theoretical work.16−18 Usually, however, nuclear spin
symmetry conservation provides a strong selection rule in
radiative transitions,11,19−22 inelastic collisions,21,23 and even
chemical reactions.14,24 Nuclear spin isomers play an important
role in fundamental research of quite different fields such as
astronomy and astrophysics in the study of the abundance of
nuclear spin isomers in planetary and interstellar space, in the
kinetics of chemical reactions in the gas phase, and in certain
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) experiments.25 A
limitation in the study of nuclear spin isomers in the past
was the development of a suitable separation technique,
because the separation method used for ortho and para
hydrogen is not suitable for heavy molecules, which have
smaller rotational level splittings and a much higher boiling
point. Therefore, the separation of nuclear spin isomers of
heavy molecules requires special methods. Some separation
techniques are summarized in a review by Chapovsky and
Hermans,26 and conversion between nuclear spin isomers can
then be studied after separation. Alternatively, one can study
the possible effects of nuclear spin symmetry interconversion
by rapidly cooling a room temperature sample to very low
temperatures for instance in supersonic jet expansions.23,27,28
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The conversion or conservation of the nuclear spin
symmetry has been a subject of interest over some decades,
but only a small number of polyatomic molecules such as
12CH4,

18,23,27,29−32 13CH4,
33 C2H4,

34,35 CH3F,
36,37 13CH3F,

37

H2CO,
18,38−40 and H2O

41−51 have been studied. Nuclear spin
modifications of ions and radicals were also under inves-
tigation.24,52,53 Notably, the conservation of nuclear spin
symmetry has been proven repeatedly for methane (12CH4
and 13CH4) in supersonic jet expansions with Fourier
transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy and diode laser
spectroscopy.23,27,29,31,33,54 There has been some recent debate
about nuclear spin symmetry conservation in H2O.

48,51 In a
recent supersonic jet experiment with cavity ring-down laser
spectroscopy, the conservation of nuclear spin symmetry was
confirmed for low mole fractions of H2O (xH2O < 0.9%) in an
Ar expansion.45−47 However, for higher mole fractions of H2O,
and as a consequence, a higher rotational temperature nuclear
spin relaxation was obtained from the intensities of the 22,1 ←
11,0, 22,0 ← 11,1, and 32,1 ← 21,2 transitions of the 2ν3 vibrational
transition around 7500 cm−1 (in the notation J′Ka′,Kc′ ←

J″K″a,K″c). The onset of nuclear spin symmetry relaxation with
a higher mole fraction of H2O was related to the formation of
water clusters in the early stages of the supersonic jet
expansion. In some of our previous work, we have also tried
to study nuclear spin symmetry conservation in CF4.

55 For this
molecule, a rotational temperature well below 5 K would be
necessary to detect the expected effects on the rotational line
intensities from nuclear spin symmetry conservation, but at the
experimentally accessible rotational temperatures such effects
could not be tested significantly. Thus, methane 12,13CH4
remains the only spherical top molecule, for which significant
results are available. It would be of interest to have additional
results for the symmetric top isotopomers of methane. In the
current work we have extended our investigations to CH3D,
CHD3 in a diode laser experiment with slit jet supersonic

expansions and to CHD3, CH3F, and CH3
35Cl using also a

continuous wave IR-OPO as a light source. In Section 2 we
describe the experimental techniques. Section 3 describes the
theoretical analysis of the data. Section 4 presents the
experimental results, and in Section 5 we present the
conclusions on the current status of the field in relation to
other results. Some preliminary results from the present work
were reported in ref 56.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Experimental Setup. For the experiments, a

combination of a supersonic jet expansion and a tunable lead
salt diode laser (TDL) or a Nd:YAG-pumped continuous wave
IR-OPO was used. The experimental setup for the TDL
measurements is shown in Figure 1. A slit nozzle of 33 mm ×
0.1 mm diameter was built using the design of our group at
ETH Zürich57 as modified but similar to an earlier design,58

see also ref 28. The piston of the slit is periodically opened by a
solenoid coil supplied with a home-built power supply. The
repetition rate and opening time were limited by the efficiency
of the pumping system. For the TDL measurements we used
opening times of 300−500 μs and a repetition rate of
approximately 1 Hz. For the pumping a combination of a
rotary pump (Pfeiffer 2063C) with a pumping speed of 18 L/s
and a turbomolecular pump (Pfeiffer TMH 1600C) with a
pumping speed of 15’000 L/s (for nitrogen) was used. The
TDL (Laser Analytics) was operating in the infrared spectral
range around 2970−3060 cm−1, and the diodes were mounted
in a liquid nitrogen cooled laser head. As the laser diodes used
did not show single mode behavior, it was necessary to use a
monochromator for the separation of the laser modes. The
beam of the TDL usually shows quite a strong divergence,
depending on the type of laser and the laser parameters like
laser temperature and current. The beam is made parallel with
a combination of parabolic mirrors (OPA1) and directed
through the monochromator (MC) to the detectors. Behind

Figure 1. Block diagram of the diode laser spectrometer: A, aperture; AL, alignment laser; BS, beam splitter; Cell CG, cell with calibration gas; Cell
Pr, cell with sample gas; D, detector; ET, etalon; Jet, molecular beam with slit nozzle; MC, monochromator; M, mirror (flipping mirrors are
indicated with a direction indicator); OAP, off-axis parabolic mirror; SM, spherical mirror; TDL, diode laser.
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the monochromator the laser beam is split in three parts and
guided through a cell filled with a reference gas (cell CG), with
an etalon with a free spectral range of Δν = 240 MHz used as a
frequency marker, and then through the molecular beam
chamber. The detector signals are collected by a multifunction
data acquisition card (National Instruments, PXI 6225) with a
sampling rate of 10 MHz for each channel and a vertical
resolution of 12 bit. For every scan the data were transferred to
the computer. The data acquisition card has 4 input channels
(CH) which are detected in parallel (CH0, ramp of the diode
current; CH1, signal from etalon (D3); CH2, signal from
calibration cell (D2); CH3, signal from the jet (D4)). For the
timing of the experiment a delay generator (Stanford, DG535)
was used. For the triggering of the nozzle and for the
adjustment of the pulse length of the molecular beam, a second
identical pulse generator was used. During the opening time of
the nozzle, a ramp was applied to the laser current to scan the
laser across the desired spectral range. Depending on the
scanning rate of the laser diode, a spectral range 0.5−1.0 cm−1

could be covered in a single scan. A background with the
closed nozzle is measured separately in the TDL setup to
obtain the absorbance (as ln I0/I) of the measured spectra.
For a second set of experiments, a Nd:YAG-pumped

continuous wave IR-OPO (Linos, OS4600) was used as a
light source (Figure 2). As the OPO cannot be scanned
through the desired spectral range within the time of one single
molecular beam pulse, a stepwise acquisition scheme was
employed. In this scheme the idler frequency of the OPO is
tuned in small frequency steps where at every step the
absorbance at the center of a number of molecular beam pulses
was measured and averaged. To increase the sensitivity of the
measurement, the idler radiation of the OPO was amplitude-
modulated at 2 MHz with an acousto-optical modulator
(IntraAction Corp., AGM-406A9M), sent through the jet
chamber and detected by an InSb detector (Judson Inc.,
J10D). The detector signal was preamplified and sent to a lock-
in amplifier (Stanford Research Systems, SR844) which was
locked to the modulation frequency. The demodulated signal
was then integrated with two boxcar-integrators (Stanford
Research Systems, SR250). The gates of the integrators were
set shortly before and at the central part of the jet pulse. The
output of the two integrators was sent to a data acquisition
card (National Instruments, PXI-6251) and used as back-
ground and signal, respectively, to calculate the absorbance. In
order to remove the intensity fluctuations, the output of the

lock-in amplifier was also sent through a low pass filter
centered at 20 Hz and to a PI-controller (Stanford Research
Systems, SIM960) which stabilizes the laser intensity by
regulating the amplitude of the AOM-driving voltage. To
ensure a linear frequency scan of the idler-beam, the pump and
signal beams of the OPO were stabilized to different modes of
a frequency comb (Menlo systems, FC1500-250). The idler
frequency of the OPO is then calculated from

m m( )idler pump signal rep beat,pump beat,signalν ν ν ν= − + − (1)

where νrep is the repetition rate of the frequency comb,
νbeat,pump and νbeat,signal are the offset beat frequencies of the
pump and signal beams, and mpump and msignal are mode
numbers of the frequency comb to which the signal and pump
beams are locked. They are obtained sending the two laser
beams to a wavemeter with a frequency precision better than
half of the repetition rate of the frequency comb of 250 MHz.
The idler frequency is scanned according to eq 1 through the
variation of the comb repetition rate. The frequency accuracy
of the idler radiation is determined by the external 10 MHz
clock used as a reference for the frequency comb and can be
estimated to better than 100 kHz.59−61 A schematic view of the
OPO setup is shown in Figure 2.
The effective resolution in the diode laser experiments is

largely dominated by the averaging process for the different
laser scans rather than the laser bandwidth of ΔνL̃ = 0.001
cm−1. The effective resolution in the OPO experiment is much
better, on the order of ΔνÕPO = 5 × 10−5 cm−1, and mostly
determined by the stability of the locking of the OPO to the
frequency comb.

2.2. Data Calibration in the Diode Laser Experiments
and Samples. The data from the TDL-jet system have to be
averaged over 50−150 scans. As during a scan only the
variation of the signal is measured, the dc part of the signal has
to be measured with a mechanical chopper. The absorbance is
then calculated from the signal and background scans
according to the Lambert−Beer law. The data are saved as a
function of the ramp time t as st(t). Even though the laser
current is assumed to be linear with time, this is usually not
true for the frequency of the light emitted by the diode laser,
and therefore, the etalon fringes sn(n) are needed for a
frequency calibration. For the small scan range (Δν ̃ ≤ 1.0
cm−1) of a single scan, it can be assumed that the frequency
separation between the etalon fringes is constant. The
positions of the etalon peaks are fitted as a function of time

Figure 2. Experimental scheme to measure nuclear spin symmetry relaxation in a supersonic jet using a continuous wave IR-OPO locked to a
frequency comb.
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to a polynomial of order m. This allows the transformation of
the measured spectra from a time scale st(t) to a scale of etalon
peak positions sn(n). The well-known line positions of the
probed transitions in CH3D and CD3H are then used for the
transformation of the signal from the n-scale of the etalon
peaks sn(n) to the absolute frequency scale sν̃(ν)̃. As the
separation of the etalon peaks is not exactly known, we need at
least two peak positions of the investigated sample within the
scan range of the laser. The Fourier transform infrared
spectroscopic measurements at 80 K used here for comparison
as well were carried out in a special cooling cell setup described
in ref 62 with our FTIR prototype spectrometer ZP2001 at
essential Doppler limited resolution (see also refs 62 and 63).
The samples were commercially available: CHD3 and CH3D

(98%, Cambridge Isotope Laboratories), CH3F (Fluorochem,
99%), and CH3Cl (Aldrich Chemicals, 99.5%). For the
measurement of the infrared absorption spectra, mixtures
with helium (Pangas, 99.96%) or argon (Pangas, 99.96%) as
carrier gas were used. The mixtures were prepared with a mole
fraction between xsample = 0.025 and xsample = 0.1 before the
measurement in a stainless steel cylinder and then used in the
supersonic jet expansion with backing pressures ranging from
0.5 to 3 bar.

3. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
3.1. Symmetry Considerations and Selection Rules.

The four molecules considered here all have C3v point group
symmetry, but for a more detailed understanding of the role of
parity and nuclear spin symmetry it is useful to discuss the full
permutation inversion group S3* = S3 × S* and its subgroup
MS6, which is the molecular symmetry group according to
Longuet−Higgins.64 We provide here a brief summary only,
following also the notation in refs 13 and 14 which can be
consulted for more detail. Table 1 gives the character table for

C3v and the isomorphous group MS6 with symmetry species A1,
A2, and E, which can be used to characterize the rovibrational
levels. If one considers the possibility of inversion at the central
carbon atom, one obtains a further tunnelling substructure of
the levels which can then be classified in S3*. Because the
barriers for inversion are very high,65−68 the tunnelling
substructure is nearly degenerate and each level in C3v(MS6)
can be described as a nearly degenerate pair with symmetries
according to the induced representation Γm↑S3*, which is given
in the last column of Table 1. The nuclear spin symmetry
considerations for the sublevels are the same for the three
molecules with the general formula CH3X. The 2

3 nuclear spin
functions for the three protons (Fermions) form a reducible
representation DR = 4A1

+ + 2E+, where the four A1
+ functions

correspond to the total nuclear spin I(H3) = 3/2 (with −3/2 ≤

MI ≤ +3/2) and the two E+ functions to I(H3) = 1/2 (with MI
= ±1/2). We write here the total nuclear spin multiplets as 4A1

+

+ 2E+. The motional symmetry species Γm combine with the
nuclear spin species Γns to form the only Pauli-allowed species
A2
+ and A2

−, i.e., Γm ⊗ Γns = A2
±; therefore, the motional

(rovibronic) wave functions of the A2
+ and A2

− species occur
with nuclear spin species A1

+ (I = 3/2), and the motional wave
functions of species E+ or E− occur with the nuclear spin
species E+ (I = 1/2). The A1

± motional species have no Pauli-
allowed partner among the nuclear spin functions and thus do
not occur. This has also the consequence that for A1 and A2
levels in C3v there is actually no tunnelling doublet, and each of
these levels has a well-defined parity (label + or −), as A1 in C3v
corresponds to a Pauli-allowed A2

− level in S3* and A2 in C3v
corresponds to A2

+ in S3*. The E levels in C3v have an allowed
doublet structure with E+ and E− levels of different parity. As
the sublevels of different parity are not resolved in general, the
corresponding doublet is usually included in the ”nuclear spin
statistical weight”, which has a contribution from the parity
weight. For CHD3 the 33 nuclear spin functions of the three
deuterium nuclei generate a reducible representation corre-
sponding in the multiplet notation to

I I I I

I

A ( 3) A ( 1) A ( 0) E ( 2)

E ( 1)
1

7
1

3
2

1 5

3

[ = + = + = + =
+ = ]

+ + + +

+

These nuclear spin functions for the boson D+ combine with
the motional functions to Pauli-allowed overall total
permutation symmetry species A1

±. Thus, all levels in C3v (A1,
A2, E) result in tunnelling doublets of different parity (A1

±, A2
±,

E±) and a more complex D3 - nuclear spin multiplet structure
as given above. However, in our experiments none of the
substructures are resolved, and one can distinguish for all four
molecules only the nuclear spin symmetry “isomer” of A-type
and E-type with the statistical weights arising from the
multiplets as discussed and summarized in the simplified
description given in the following section, keeping, however,
the actual complexity in mind. The collisional selection rule is
the conservation of nuclear spin symmetry (A or E), while the
parity of one collision partner may change even if the total
parity is assumed to be conserved. On the other hand the
electric dipole selection rule is conservation of nuclear spin
symmetry and change of parity in the molecule undergoing
radiative one photon transitions, thus giving allowed electric
dipole transitions in S3* as follows:

A A1 1↔+ −
(2)

A A2 2↔+ −
(3)

E E↔+ − (4)

3.2. Energy Levels and Intensities. We consider the
vibrational ground state only for a symmetric top molecule at a
given rotational temperature Trot. The relative line intensity as
integrated cross section22,69,70 of a single rovibrational tran-
sition with the initial rotational quantum numbers J and K is
given to within a good approximation by (with G ≃ S/ν0̃

69,70)

G
CL

I I

aA N J g E kT

1
ln( / ) d

(2 1) ( )exp( / )

JK

KJ K I KJ

0
0

rot

∫ν
ν=

̃
̃

= + Γ − (5)

Table 1. Character Table for the Point Group C3v and the
Isomorphous Molecular Symmetry Group MS6 with the
Induced Representation Γm↑S3*

a

aAfter ref 14.
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where L is the optical path length, C is the concentration as
molecular particle density, and ν0̃ is the line center of the
transition. Neglecting higher orders the term value of the
vibrational ground state FKJ is given by

F E hc J J B A B K/ ( 1) ( )KJ KJ 0 0 0
2= = + + − (6)

a is a constant independent of K and J and proportional to the
absolute square of the electric dipole transition moment, NK is
the K-degeneracy which is 1 for K = 0 and 2 for K ≠ 0, and A0,
B0 are rotational constants of the vibrational ground state. The
Hönl−London factors AKJ are proportional to the absolute
square of the rotational transition moment summed over all
orientations of J. In the present case we consider a parallel
band (A1 → A1 transition) with ΔK = 0, and the quantities AKJ
are

J A
J K
J J

for 1
( 1)
( 1)(2 1)KJ

2 2

Δ =+ = + −
+ + (7)

J A
K

J J
for 0

( 1)KJ

2
Δ = =

+ (8)

J A
J K
J J

for 1
(2 1)KJ

2 2

Δ = − = −
+ (9)

gI(Γ) is the nuclear spin statistical weight factor for the nuclear
spin isomer Γ. For molecules with a 3-fold axis, as is the case
for CH3X (X = D, F, and Cl) and CHD3, the ground state
levels with K = 0, 3, 6, 9... have A symmetry for the rotational
subgroup and therefore a larger statistical weight than those
with K = 1, 2, 4, 5... belonging to the symmetry E. For the
special case of three identical nuclei with spin I, the “nuclear
spin statistical” weight factor gI is given by eq 10 for K divisible
by 3, including 0 (A rotational symmetry)

g I I I( )
1
3
(2 1)(4 4 3)I

2Γ = + + +
(10)

and by eq 11 for K not divisible by 3 (E rotational symmetry)

g I I I( )
1
3
(2 1)(4 4 )I

2Γ = + +
(11)

For CH3D and CHD3 the lowest rotational levels are shown
for illustration together with their rotational symmetry in
Figure 3. Table 2 summarizes the rotational parameters used
here for all molecules. If the different nuclear spin isomers are
in thermal equilibrium, the rotational temperature Trot is
obtained from a plot of the logarithm of the line strength GJK
divided by the product of (AKJNKgI) as a function of EKJ/hc
with the resulting slope m = −hc/kTrot. Deviations from the
equilibrium distribution for the different nuclear spin isomers
can be obtained from measured line intensities. Following eq 5
the integrated cross section of a rotational line can be
calculated from

G J K p J K A( , , ) (const) ( , , ) KJΓ = Γ (12)

where Γ denotes the nuclear spin isomer A or E with a total
nuclear spin of I(H3) = 1/2 or 3/2 for the three protons in
CH3X and I(D3) = 0, 1, 2, or 3 for CHD3.
After the expansion in a supersonic jet, the population of the

states p(J, K, Γ) can be considered for two extreme situations:
with complete equilibration among all states (index r for
relaxed distribution) or complete nuclear spin symmetry

conservation (index c for conserved).27 Assuming the same
rotational temperature for all nuclear spin isomers, the relaxed
distribution is given by

p J K g N J E kT Q( , , ) ( ) (2 1)exp / / (tot)I K KJr rot r
rotΓ = Γ + [− ]

(13)

Qr
rot(tot) is the relaxed rotational partition function including

nuclear spin for a common rotational temperature Trot and is
calculated from

Q Q E(tot) ( )exp ( )/kTr
rot

rot 0 rot∑= Γ [− Γ ]
Γ (14)

with

Q g N J E E kT( ) ( ) (2 1)exp ( ( ))/
J K

I K KJrot 0 rot∑ ∑Γ = Γ + [− − Γ ]

(15)

where E0(Γ) is the energy of the lowest level of the nuclear
spin isomer Γ and EKJ is energy for a given J and K in the
vibrational ground state. For complete nuclear spin symmetry
conservation one has

p J K i

x N J J E E kT Q

( , , , )

( ) ( , )(2 1)exp ( ( ))/ / ( )KJ

c

0 rot rot

Γ

= Γ Γ + [− − Γ ] Γ
(16)

where N(Γ, J) is the number of levels of isomer Γ for a given J
and x(Γ) is the mole fraction of the nuclear spin isomer Γ at
the temperature T before the expansion, at which point the
molecular spin isomers are assumed to be equilibrated. This
mole fraction is given by

Figure 3. Level diagram for the vibrational ground state of CH3D and
CHD3. The rotational energies are taken from ref 71 for CH3D and
from ref 77 for CHD3 (see also refs 63 and 78 and references therein
for more recent data, as well as refs 67, 79, and 80 for pure rotational
spectra of CH3D).
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x Q E kT Q( ) ( )exp( ( )/ )/ (tot)rot 0 r
rotΓ = Γ − Γ (17)

The mole fraction of the nuclear spin isomers at high
temperature follows from the regular density of the states
and nuclear spin weights,11,13,14,19,20,75,76 and x(Γ) can be
obtained from

x g N( ) ( ) ( )IΓ ∼ Γ Γ (18)

where N(Γ) is the high energy limit of the number of states of
symmetry species Γ.
From eqs 10 and 11 one obtains the following for CHD3:

xc(A) = 11/27 and xc(E) = 16/27. One obtains the following
for CH3X: xc(A) = 1/2 and xc(E) = 1/2. For CHD3, CH3F,
and CH3Cl, the high temperature limit is reached already for a
rotational temperature of 50 K, whereas for CH3D small
deviations from the high temperature limit are obtained (xA(50
K) = 0.5006, xE(50 K) = 0.4994). In the limiting case of Trot →
0 K only one single level (J = K = 0) is populated for complete
nuclear spin symmetry relaxation whereas two levels (with J″ =
K″ = 0 and J″ = K″ = 1 for CHD3 or J″ = 1, K″ = 0 for CH3D)
are populated for nuclear spin symmetry conservation, and the
ratio of the line intensities is given for molecules of the type
CH3X by the ratio of the corresponding Hönl−London factors.
The equations derived here for symmetric top molecules can

also be extended to linear, asymmetric or spherical top
molecules.27,28,33,47

4. RESULTS
4.1. General Aspects. The dynamics of collision induced

nuclear spin symmetry relaxation in the expansion zone of a
supersonic molecular beam was investigated for CH3D and
CHD3 by diode laser absorption spectroscopy and for CH3D,
CH3F, and CH3Cl by scanning the IR-OPO across the
absorption lines. If the nuclear spin isomer distribution is
maintained during the expansion, then the nuclear spin isomers
have to be considered as different chemical quasi-species. For
each nuclear spin isomer, a separate distribution of the possible
rotational levels is obtained after the expansion. As the isomers
differ only in their nuclear spin symmetry, the assumption that
the rotational distributions for the different nuclear spin
isomers can be described by the same rotational temperature
Trot is usually justified. Each nuclear spin isomer will relax
preferentially to its lowest rotational level as the temperature
approaches 0 K.
To vary the rotational temperature in the molecular beam,

several mixtures of the sample molecules with He were
prepared and different backing pressures, ranging from 0.5 to 3
bar, were applied behind the slit nozzle. To investigate the
dynamical processes during the expansion, the relative
intensities of the measured absorption lines have to be
determined with high accuracy. For the measurement with the
diode laser this accuracy can only be achieved if all rotational
lines considered are measured in a single scan, ensuring
identical experimental conditions for all the lines. As the
scanning range of the diode laser is 1 cm−1 at the most and as

for molecules of the type CX3Y the intensities of rotational
lines with different K quantum numbers have to be compared,
the experiments are preferentially done on the P- or R-branch
of a parallel band (A1 → A1 transition) with ΔK = 0, because
for a given quantum number J the lines for the different K
quantum numbers are close enough to be covered in a single
scan. Additional complications may arise from the fact that the
complete spectral range is not reachable with a single laser
diode.
The mode-hop free tuning range of the cw-OPO is limited

by the pump laser to roughly 0.3 cm−1. To cover the needed
spectral range, it was therefore necessary to scan over several
mode-hops which is not critical because of the referenced
boxcar technique (details see above in the Experimental
Section), where the absorbance is being obtained directly in
the measurements.
Different criteria have to be considered for a proper choice

of the measured rotational lines. Both nuclear spin isomers
must have an absorption line in the considered spectral range,
and at least one of the nuclear spin isomers must have more
than one line to allow for the determination of a rotational
temperature. All lines with J = 2 or larger fulfill these criteria.
On the other hand, to decide whether the nuclear spin
symmetry is conserved during the expansion phase of the
molecular beam or not, rotational temperatures below 20 K
have to be reached for the molecules investigated here (see
below and Figures 7, 8, 11, and 15). For these temperatures,
the rotational lines with J = 3 or larger are only weakly
populated and the accuracy for the line intensities is less good.
These two restrictions make the P(3)- or R(2)-lines of the
symmetric CH-stretching fundamentals (ν1) to be the ideal
choice to study nuclear spin symmetry relaxation for CH3X
and CHD3 in the expansion zone of a molecular beam. We use
here the general notation ΔKΔJK(J) for the transitions, and
because ΔK = 0 also the simplified notation ΔJ(J″, K″) or
ΔJ(J″) for several possible K″ (with symbol P for ΔK = K′ −
K″ = −1 or ΔJ = J′ − J″ = −1 and symbol Q for ΔK = 0 or ΔJ
= 0, or symbol R for ΔK = +1 or ΔJ = +1), where by
convention x″ is a quantum number of the lower level and x′
the quantum number of the upper level in the transition.
To determine a reliable rotational temperature for all J = 2

lines from the measured molecular beam spectra the ratio of
the line strength R(2, 1)-transition to the line strength of the
R(2, 2)-transition has to be known as precisely as possible.
According to eq 5 the rotational temperature is obtained from

T
E E

k

( )

ln

J K J K
S A

S A

rot
2, 2 2, 1

J K J K

J K J K

2, 1 2, 2

2, 2 2, 1

=
−= = = =

= = = =

= = = = (19)

where (with J = J″ and K = K″) Ei = rotational energy of the
initial state i, Si = measured line strength of the transition i, Ai
= Hönl−London factor for the measured transition, and k =
Boltzmann constant.
Differentiating Trot with respect to the ratio of the line

strengths one obtains:

Table 2. Ground State Rotational Constants of CH3D, CHD3, CH3F, and CH3
35Cl Used To Calculate the Rotational Energy of

the Probed Transitionsa

CH3D CHD3 CH3F CH3
35Cl

A0(C0)/cm
−1 5.250820871 2.628969672 5.18200973 5.20530474

B0/cm
−1 3.880194671 3.279185272 0.8517942573 0.443402674

aSee also ref 63.
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If we assume a rotational temperature Trot = 20 K and an
uncertainty of 5% for the ratio of the line strengths of the
R(2, 1)- to the R(2, 2)-transition in CH3D, we get an
uncertainty of ΔTrot = ±2.2 K for the rotational temperature
determined from the molecular beam data. Considering the
statistical uncertainty of our experimental results for the
measured line intensities it is therefore necessary to know the
relative line strengths with an uncertainty less than 3%. In
Table 3 the relative line strengths obtained from our high
resolution FTIR spectra at 298 K (normalized to 1.0) for the
different R(2)-transitions of the ν1 fundamental of CH3D

63 are
compared to theoretical values calculated from eq 5 and to
relative line strengths obtained from the Hitran database.81

The comparison shows that the uncertainty of the rotational
temperature resulting from the reduced accuracy of the relative
line strength is below 3 K for the rotational temperatures
obtained in the molecular beam. The comparison between
experimental and calculated values also shows that for these
transitions the approximation for the intensities given by eq 5,
neglecting higher order corrections such as Hermann−Wallis
factors,82 is adequate, as would be expected for these low
quantum number transitions.
As the measured lines are weak, the accuracy of the

experimental line intensities depends very crucially on a proper
definition of the baseline of the measured spectra. Therefore,
the line intensities were obtained from a fit of a line shape
function to experimental spectra. A number of spectra
(typically 8−10) were measured under identical conditions
for the different R(2)-lines and averaged. From the intensity
ratio of the transitions from K″ = 1 and K″ = 2 the rotational
temperature could be determined, and the nuclear spin
symmetry relaxation was investigated, comparing the inten-
sities of the rovibrational transition from K″ = 0 and K″ = 1
and for K″ = 0 and K″ = 2, respectively.
4.2. Diode Laser Measurements of CHD3. Diode laser

spectra of the CH-stretching vibration ν1 for CHD3 were
measured in the supersonic jet for the R(2)-lines around 3012
cm−1 and for the R(3)-lines around 3018 cm−1 (see Figures 4
and 5). In Figure 5 the jet spectra for the R(2)-lines of a
mixture with xHe = 0.90 and xHe = 0.95 are compared with
FTIR spectra measured in a low temperature cell at 80 K.63 To
allow for a better comparison, the FTIR spectra have been
scaled by a factor of 0.022. Due to saturation effects the lines
shown in the figure are considerably broadened; only the
weaker lines of the FTIR spectra (not shown in the figure)
have a line width close to the Doppler width of 0.0045 cm−1

with some small contributions from collisional broadening at a
pressure of 500 Pa and from the spectral line shape function of
the spectrometer. The weaker lines in the FTIR spectrum arise
from levels with higher rotational quantum numbers from
higher vibrational levels which are absent under molecular
beam conditions. As the beam of the diode laser is

perpendicular to the molecular expansion, a line width below
0.002 cm−1 is expected, whereas the width of the averaged
diode laser spectra is larger by a factor of 3−4. This increase of
the line width is to a large part due to the averaging process,
arising from uncertainties of the spectral calibration of each

Table 3. Relative Line Intensities for T = 298 K for the R(2)-Lines of the ν1 Fundamental for CH3D Obtained from High
Resolution FTIR Spectra and the Hitran Database81 and Calculated According to Equation 5

J″ K″ J′ K′ Γ″rve ν̃0,FTIR/cm
−1 SFTIR

rel SHit
rel Scal

rel (SHit
rel − Scal

rel)/SHit
rel

2 0 3 0 A 2993.35584(2) 0.4024 0.4121 0.4125 −0.00097
2 1 3 1 E 2993.25895(1) 0.3661 0.3606 0.3643 −0.01206
2 2 3 2 E 2992.91940(4) 0.2314 0.2272 0.2277 −0.0022

Figure 4. IR spectra as Napierian absorbance ln(I0/I) for the R(3)-
lines of the ν1 fundamental in CHD3. Upper trace: FTIR spectra at 80
K in a cooling cell with a path length of 5 m and a total pressure of
500 Pa (He/CHD3), recorded with an instrumental bandwidth of
0.0027 cm−1. Lower trace: Diode laser spectrum in a molecular beam
(xHe = 0.90, Trot = 20 K). The FTIR spectrum is scaled by a factor
0.001 to show an absorbance comparable to the diode laser spectrum
(see also ref 63).

Figure 5. IR spectra as Napierian absorbance ln(I0/I) for the R(2)-
lines of the ν1 fundamental in CHD3. FTIR spectrum at 80 K
measured in a cooling cell with a path length of 5 m and a total
pressure of 500 Pa (He/CHD3, ···); diode laser spectra in a molecular
beam (xHe = 0.90, Trot = 13 K, ---; xHe = 0.95, Trot = 9 K, ).
Instrumental bandwidth for the FTIR spectra: 0.0027 cm−1 (fwhm).
The FTIR spectrum is scaled by a factor of 0.022 to show an
absorbance comparable to the diode laser spectra.
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spectral scan, and to a small part due the laser line width. The
shape of the measured spectral lines can be well-represented by
the Lorentzian line shape function. While the limited effective
resolution also limits the accuracy of absolute intensities, the
effect on relative intensities is significantly smaller as estimated
from simulations. This is also confirmed by the higher
resolution measurements with the IR-OPO. Figure 6 shows

an enlarged view of the measured spectra of the three R(2)-
lines. From the temperature derived from the intensities of the
K = 1 and K = 2 lines, the intensity of the K = 0 line is
calculated for complete nuclear spin symmetry conservation
(dotted line red) and complete nuclear spin symmetry
relaxation (dashed line blue). The experimental spectrum of
the K = 0 line (solid line) is quite close to the spectrum
calculated for complete nuclear spin symmetry conservation.
To investigate to what extent the nuclear spin symmetry is
conserved during the formation of the molecular beam, the
expected relative line intensities of the different rovibrational
lines were calculated as a function of the rotational
temperature for the two limiting cases: for perfect nuclear
spin symmetry conservation and for complete nuclear spin
symmetry relaxation. As in the experiments no absolute line
intensities can be measured, the ratios of the line intensity for
K = 0 to the line intensities for K = 1 and K = 2 are plotted as a
function of temperature for the R(2)-lines in Figure 7 and for
the R(3)-lines in Figure 8. The molecular parameters, the
energies of the rotational levels of the vibrational ground state
EJK, the Hönl−London factors AKJ, and the spin statistical

weight gI(Γ), which are necessary to calculate the relative line
intensities, are summarized for CHD3 and CH3D together with
the spectral line wavenumbers used in the measurement in
Table 4. From Figures 7 and 8, it is clearly visible that
rotational temperatures below 20 K have to be obtained in the
molecular beam to decide to which extent the nuclear spin is
conserved during the molecular beam expansion.
Absorption spectra of the R(2)-lines were measured in the

molecular beam for two different mixtures with xHe = 0.90 and

Figure 6.Measured spectral line shape as Napierian absorbance ln(I0/
I) for the R(2)-lines of ν1 of CHD3 () for xHe = 0.95. From the
intensity ratio of the K = 1 and K = 2 lines, a rotational temperature of
Trot = 9.7 K is obtained. From these intensity ratios the absorption
spectrum for the K = 0 line is calculated assuming complete nuclear
spin symmetry conservation (··· red, almost coinciding with the
experiment) and perfect nuclear spin symmetry relaxation (--- blue).

Figure 7. Calculated ratio of the R(2)-lines intensities in CHD3,
where the line intensity of K = 0 is divided by the line intensity of K =
1 (upper part) and K = 2 (lower part) as a function of the rotational
temperature for perfect nuclear spin symmetry conservation (full line)
and complete nuclear spin symmetry relaxation (dashed line).
Included in the diagram are the experimental data points for different
CHD3/He-mixtures: (□) xHe = 0.90, (■) xHe = 0.95.

Figure 8. Calculated ratio of the line intensities for K = 0 divided by
line intensities for K = 1 (S0/S1 and K = 2 (S0/S2) of the R(3)-lines of
ν1 in CHD3 as a function of the rotational temperature for perfect
nuclear spin symmetry conservation (full lines) and complete nuclear
spin symmetry relaxation (dashed lines).
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xHe = 0.95 (see Figure 5). To obtain a reliable value for Trot,
the rotational temperature was determined for a number of
measured spectra from the intensity ratio of the K = 1 and K =
2 lines, averaged over all measured spectra. A rotational
temperature of Trot = (12.9 ± 1.1 K) for the sample with the
high concentration (10% CHD3) and Trot = (9.0 ± 1.6 K) for
the sample with the low concentration (5% CHD3) was
determined. The rotational temperatures of R(2)-lines are low
enough to determine the degree of nuclear spin symmetry
relaxation during the molecular beam expansion which is
obtained from the ratios for the intensities of the K = 0 line
divided through the intensities of the K = 1 and K = 2 lines,
respectively. These ratios are included in the theoretical
diagrams in Figure 7 for the two different expansion
conditions. They are found close to the intensity ratios
expected for complete spin symmetry conservation at the
temperature considered.
In an additional experiment, an attempt was made to

determine the degree of nuclear spin symmetry conservation
during the expansion also for the R(3)-transitions. Figure 4
shows a comparison of the scaled FTIR spectrum measured at
80 K and the diode laser spectra from the molecular beam. In
Figure 9, the relative line intensities obtained in the molecular
beam for the R(3)-lines for xHe = 0.90 are shown on a
logarithmic scale as a function of their ground state energy.
The measured spectra were averaged over 8 scans (measured
at different time), and the line intensities were obtained from
the integration of the final spectrum. Within the uncertainty all
the points for K = 0 to K = 3 are found to fall on a straight line
resulting in a rotational temperature of 18.7 ± 0.8 K. This
rotational temperature is already close to the limit where the
difference of the intensity ratios is too small to determine the
degree of nuclear spin symmetry relaxation for our
experimental accuracy. The rotational temperature obtained
for xHe = 0.90 on the R(3)-lines is slightly higher than the one
obtained for the R(2)-lines. One reason is the lower backing
pressure of 1 bar, and an additional reason could result from

the unstable expansion conditions of the slit nozzle. An
attempt was made to measure the R(3)-lines also for a smaller
mole fraction of CHD3 (xHe = 0.95) in the mixture.
Unfortunately, as the line intensities for the R(3)-lines drop
by nearly 1 order of magnitude when reducing the rotational
temperature from 20 to 10 K, the signal-to-noise ratio was too
low to derive reliable line intensities and to determine the
degree of nuclear spin symmetry relaxation for these
experimental conditions.
Figure 9 demonstrates in an exemplary fashion that the

experimental results agree well with the assumption of a
Boltzmann distribution for the rotational levels (except for
nuclear spin symmetry conservation). This is in agreement

Table 4. Parameters To Calculate the Relative Line Intensities for the R(2)- and R(3)-Lines of the ν1 Fundamental in CHD3
and CH3D

a

CHD3

R2-lines

J′ J″ K AKJ gI NK ν″̃/cm−1 ν̃trans/cm
−1 pc

rel(10 K) pc
rel(20 K)

3 2 0 9/15 11 1 19.673 3011.75864 0.02766 0.04837
3 2 1 8/15 8 2 19.023 3011.80076 0.04873 0.06646
3 2 2 5/15 8 2 17.073 3011.94203 0.04032 0.04779

R3-lines

J′ J″ K AKJ gI NK ν ̃″/cm−1 ν̃trans/cm
−1 pc

rel(10 K) pc
rel(20 K)

4 3 0 16/28 11 1 39.343 3017.89502 0.00218 0.01567
4 3 1 15/28 8 2 38.693 3017.93886 0.00404 0.02270
4 3 2 12/28 8 2 36.744 3018.0638 0.00428 0.02090
4 3 3 7/28 11 2 33.494 3018.28679 0.00442 0.02088

CH3D

R2-lines

J′ J″ K AKJ gI NK ν̃″/cm−1 νt̃rans/cm
−1 pc

rel(10 K) pc
rel(20 K)

3 2 0 9/15 4 1 23.279 2993.355593 0.02428 0.06743
3 2 1 8/15 2 2 24.649 2993.258434 0.03691 0.06487
3 2 2 5/15 2 2 28.760 2992.918724 0.01277 0.03016

aThe rotational energies of EJK were calculated for CHD3 using rotational constants from refs 63 and 72 and the values for CH3D from refs 71 and
81. ν″̃ is the term value for the lower level, and K = K″ = K′. The last columns give the relative population pc

rel of the different levels, calculated for
complete nuclear spin symmetry conservation at T = 10 and 20 K.

Figure 9. Logarithmic diagram of the measured line intensities for the
different K-lines of the R(3)-transition of ν1 in CHD3 as a function of
the rotational energy in the vibrational ground state. A rotational
temperatures of 18.7 ± 0.8 K is derived from a linear fit. The line
intensities for the determination of the rotational temperature were
determined from a fit of a spectrum obtained as an average value of all
measured spectra.
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with findings on 12CH4,
13CH4, and other molecules where this

has been studied (see refs 23, 27, 28, 31, 33, and 45−47, for
example). Indeed, this finding is the rule rather than the
exception. As discussed in ref 45, while non-Boltzmann effects
might exist, in principle, for higher levels, these are so weakly
populated that their overall contribution to the relative
concentrations of the nuclear spin isomers is sufficiently
small, such that the corresponding uncertainty is less than the
uncertainty in the experimental intensities of the strong lines
used in the analysis. Such possible non-Boltzmann populations
in the higher levels therefore do not affect the conclusions on
nuclear spin symmetry conservation.
4.3. Diode Laser Measurements of CH3D. Spectra for

CH3D were measured in the molecular beam on the R(2)-lines
of the CH-stretching fundamental around 2993 cm−1 (Table
4) for two different mixtures with xHe = 0.90 and xHe = 0.95.
The molecular beam spectra are shown together with a scaled
FTIR spectrum at 80 K in Figure 10. As can be seen from

Figure 10, the K = 2 line is weak. This is quite crucial as an
incorrect determination of its line intensity can lead to an
incorrect determination of Trot of the spectra. From the
measured spectra a rotational temperature Trot = 9.93 ± 1.45 K
was obtained for xHe = 0.90 and Trot = 7.66 ± 1.64 K for xHe =
0.95, respectively.
Figure 11 shows the theoretical intensity ratios for the R(2)-

lines of CH3D as a function of the rotational temperature for
the two limiting cases of perfect nuclear spin symmetry
conservation and complete nuclear spin symmetry relaxation.
Due to the different rotational constants the calculated
intensity ratios for the two relaxation scenarios are well-
distinguished for low rotational temperatures up to 25 K. The
experimental intensity ratios determined for two different
expansion conditions are also included in the figures. They
would indicate a strong contribution from nuclear spin
symmetry relaxation during the expansion. This result is

quite unexpected as for similar molecules complete nuclear
spin symmetry conservation has been found for the expansion
in a molecular beam (see OPO experiments below and refs 27
and 31). The degree of nuclear spin symmetry relaxation
derived from the ratio of the line intensities depends strongly
on the rotational temperature derived from the intensity
rations of the K = 1 and K = 2 lines. If the measured intensity
of the K = 2 lines is too small, the apparent rotational
temperature derived is reduced and the experimental data
points in Figure 11 are shifted to the left to lower apparent
temperatures, suggesting a stronger contribution of nuclear
spin symmetry relaxation. An additional problem may be found
in the experimental technique: Scanning the diode laser during
the molecular gas pulse has one important drawback. Reliable
line intensities are only obtained if the particle density in the
molecular beam is constant during the complete laser scan. If
spectral lines are measured toward the end of the gas pulse the
molecular density might be reduced, resulting in an absorption
cross section that is too small and a rotational temperature that
is too small. As a result of the applied current ramp, the
emission wavelength of the diode laser increases with time and
the low frequency lines are measured toward the end of the
scan. For CH3D the wavenumber of the K = 2 line is shifted by
0.4 cm−1 to lower values as compared to the close lying K = 1
and K = 0 lines, and there is a risk that the K = 2 line is
measured already in the part of the molecular pulse with
reduced particle density. This would result in an incorrect
apparent rotational temperature that is too low and could
explain the apparently high contributions of nuclear spin
symmetry relaxation found in the diode laser experiments for
CH3D. A reduction of the particle density in the molecular
beam of 27% shifts the rotational temperature from 13 K to the
apparent experimental value of Trot = 7.65 K. However, for a

Figure 10. IR spectra of the R(2)-lines of the ν1 fundamental in
CH3D. Upper trace: FTIR spectrum at 80 K measured in a cooling
cell with a path length of 5 m and a total pressure of 500 Pa (He/
CHD3), recorded with an instrumental bandwidth of 0.0027 cm−1

(fwhm). Middle trace: Diode laser spectrum as Napierian absorbance
ln(I0/I) in a molecular beam (xHe = 0.90, Trot = 10 K). Lower trace:
Diode laser spectrum as Napierian absorbance in a supersonic
expansion (xHe = 0.95, Trot = 7 K, average of 4 spectra). The FTIR
spectrum is scaled by a factor of 0.002 to show an absorbance
comparable to the diode laser spectra.

Figure 11. Calculated ratio of the line intensities for K = 0 divided by
K = 1 (upper part) and K = 2 (lower part) of the R(2)-lines of ν1 in
CH3D as a function of the rotational temperature for perfect nuclear
spin symmetry conservation (full line) and complete nuclear spin
symmetry relaxation (dashed line). Included in the diagram are
experimental data points for different CH3D/He-mixtures: (□) xHe =
0.90, (■) xHe = 0.95.
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rotational temperature of 13 K the measured intensity ratios of
the K = 1 and K = 0 lines would correspond to perfect nuclear
spin symmetry conservation. Thus, the results from the diode
laser measurements on CH3D are ambiguous, and we decided
to complement them with IR/OPO measurements.
4.4. IR-OPO Measurements for CH3D, CH3F, and

CH3
35Cl. To answer the question regarding whether during

the expansion nuclear spin relaxation effects are important for
CH3D and to increase our molecular database, additional
experiments have been performed using the idler radiation of a
continuous wave IR-OPO as a light source. As for the diode
laser experiments, the intensities of the R(2)-lines of the
symmetric CH-stretching vibration ν1 were measured for
CH3D and also for CH3

35Cl, and of the 2ν5
0 mode (BB mode in

the notation of Graner and Guelachvili83) for CH3F with the
OPO setup (see Table 5). For the expansion the mole fraction
of the compounds studied was varied from xCH3X = 0.025 to
0.05 and He or Ar was used as a carrier gas with a backing
pressure of up to 2 bar. Under these experimental conditions
the rotational temperature could be varied from Trot = 7 to 27
K for CH3D and from 11 to 18 K for CH3

35Cl and CH3F. The
measured rotational transitions are summarized in Table 5
together with their transition wavenumbers derived from the
spectra where the IR-OPO has been locked to the frequency
comb together with published data from the literature. The
uncertainty in the absolute values of the transition wave-
numbers depends more on the angle between the molecular
beam and the laser beam than on the uncertainty in the laser
frequency (approximately 100 kHz). A deviation of 1° from a
perpendicular intersection would result in a frequency shift of
approximately 3 MHz for the applied experimental conditions.
Assuming a precision of the measured angle of intersection of
±2° results in an uncertainty of the measured transition
frequencies of ±6 MHz. Segments of the measured molecular
beam spectra of CH3D, CH3F and CH3

35Cl are shown in
Figures 12−14.
In Figure 15 the calculated intensity ratios for the K = 0 and

K = 1 lines are shown for the molecules studied as a function of
the rotational temperature for the limiting cases of perfect
nuclear spin symmetry conservation and complete nuclear spin
symmetry relaxation, together with the intensity ratios for the
different expansion conditions. For CH3Cl and CH3F no
indication of a contribution of nuclear spin symmetry
relaxation is found. The experimental intensity ratios are
situated with one exception close to or below the theoretical
values for complete nuclear spin symmetry conservation. Only

for CH3D are the experimental ratios found predominantly
above the theoretical values for complete nuclear spin
symmetry conservation, and a contribution from nuclear spin
symmetry relaxation cannot be completely excluded, which
would be consistent with the less secure results from the diode
laser measurements. Nevertheless, the IR/OPO results for
CH3D are clearly still consistent with nuclear spin symmetry
conservation, and any contribution from nuclear spin
symmetry relaxation must be minor under these conditions.
The experimental uncertainties are much smaller for the IR/
OPO data than for the diode laser measurements, and thus, we
rely in our conclusions rather than on our OPO results.

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
While for a long time the conservation of nuclear spin
symmetry under conditions where inelastic collisions occur
was taken for granted, for example in the area of molecular
spectroscopy,11,18,19 it has been clear from the pioneering work
of Curl, Kasper, and Pitzer18 that conversion between nuclear
spin isomers is possible. Since that time it has been understood
that the mechanisms of nuclear spin symmetry change by

Table 5. Line Positions for the R(2)-Lines of ν1 in CH3F, CH3
35Cl, and CH3D Measured with the Comb Referenced OPO and

Comparison with Line Position from FTIR Spectra and Published Literature Dataa

molecule J″ K″ J′ K′ Γrve(C3v) Γns(S3*) ν̃0,OPO/cm
−1 ν̃0,FTIR/cm

−1 ν̃0,lit./cm
−1

CH3F 2 0 3 0 A1 A1
+ 2868.33085(2) 2868.331883

2 1 3 1 E E+ 2868.31155(2) 2868.312583

2 2 3 2 E E+ 2868.25336(1)) 2868.254283

CH3
35Cl 2 0 3 0 A1 A1

+ 2970.42925(3) 2970.429384

2 1 3 1 E E+ 2970.37368(2) 2970.373584

2 2 3 2 E E+ 2970.20705(2) 2970.207284

CH3D 2 0 3 0 A1 A1
+ 2993.35584(2) 2993.35673 2993.35559381

2 1 3 1 E E+ 2993.25895(1) 2993.25987 2993.25843481

2 2 3 2 E E+ 2992.91940(4) 2992.92020 2992.91872481

aThe uncertainty of the OPO line positions (value in parentheses) is given for a level of confidence of 95%. The Γrve(C3v) gives the symmetry
species of the rovibronic wavefunction (rve) in C3v and Γns(S3*), the symmetry species of the nuclear spin wave function (ns) allowed with the
corresponding rve species.

Figure 12. IR spectrum as Napierian absorbance ln(I0/I) for the
R(2)-lines of the ν1 fundamental in CH3D measured with the comb
referenced OPO with an effective bandwidth of Δν ̃OPO = 3 × 10−5

cm−1. The spectrum was recorded in a seeded molecular beam with
xHe = 0.975 and a distance of 2 mm from the nozzle. From the
intensity distribution, a rotational temperature of Trot = 45.5 K is
obtained; a fit of Gaussian distribution to the K = 1 line (dashed line)
results in a “translational temperature” of Ttrans = 16.6 K.
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inelastic collisions depend on the detailed structure of the
molecular spectra, with the symmetry of the molecules
allowing for certain preferred degeneracies, and also details
of the nuclear spin rotation and spin−spin couplings. Thus,
there is considerable interest in studying, say, isotopomers of
polyatomic molecules differing by their symmetries and
rotational−vibrational level distribution in order to gain insight
into the broader phenomenology of these processes, about
which only rather limited knowledge is available until today.
We have studied in the present work the question of nuclear

spin symmetry conservation (or relaxation) for the symmetric
top molecules CHD3, CH3D, CH3F, and CH3Cl during He

and Ar seeded supersonic jet expansions for the first time. In
these molecules one has two nuclear spin isomers, which can
be labeled as A and E isomers according to their rovibrational
symmetry species (the electronic ground state being totally
symmetric). The infrared absorption spectra around 3000
cm−1 were measured at high resolution with two different laser
radiation sources: a tunable diode laser and a continuous wave
infrared OPO frequency locked to a frequency comb. With
changes in the backing pressure of the carrier gas (He and Ar)
and the mixing ratio (xCH3X = 0.025−0.1), rotational
temperatures Trot between 7 and 27 K were reached. These
rotational temperatures are low enough to determine the
degree of nuclear spin symmetry relaxation during the
expansion. The comparison of the experimental ratios of the
line intensities for the A nuclear spin isomers with (K = 0, 3...)
and the E nuclear spin isomers with (K = 1, 2, 4...) with the
calculated ratios for a given rotational temperature shows that
for CHD3, CH3F, and CH3Cl nuclear spin symmetry relaxation
is absent or of minor importance under the conditions of the
present experiment. For CH3D the situation is less clear. From
the experiments with the OPO a small contribution from
nuclear spin symmetry relaxation cannot completely be

Figure 13. IR spectrum as Napierian absorbance ln(I0/I) for the
R(2)-lines of the 2ν5 fundamental in CH3F measured with the comb
referenced OPO with an effective bandwidth of ΔνÕPO = 3 × 10−5

cm−1. The spectrum was recorded in a seeded molecular beam with
xHe = 0.975 and a distance of 4 mm from the nozzle. From the
intensity distribution, a rotational temperature of Trot = 14.4 K is
obtained; a fit of Gaussian distribution to the K = 1 line (dashed line)
results in a “translational temperature” of Ttrans = 25.6 K.

Figure 14. IR spectrum as Napierian absorbance ln(I0/I) for the
R(2)-lines of the ν1 fundamental in CH3

35Cl measured with the comb
referenced OPO with an effective bandwidth of ΔνÕPO = 3 × 10−5

cm−1. The spectrum was recorded in a seeded molecular beam with
xHe = 0.975 and a distance of 10 mm from the nozzle. From the
intensity distribution, a rotational temperature of Trot = 12.7 K is
obtained; a fit of Gaussian distribution to the K = 1 line (dashed line)
results in a ”translational temperature” of Ttrans = 20.4 K.

Figure 15. Calculated (lines) and experimental (points) ratios S0/S1
of the intensities of the K = 0 and K = 1 lines as a function of the
rotational temperature for CH3

35Cl, CH3F, and CH3D. The upper
function (red) corresponds to complete nuclear spin symmetry
relaxation whereas the lower function (blue) represents the calculated
ratio for perfect nuclear spin symmetry conservation.
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excluded, whereas the less reliable diode laser experiments
suggest a more significant contribution from nuclear spin
symmetry relaxation but have a large uncertainty. Thus, even
for CH3D the results are consistent with nuclear spin
symmetry conservation within the large experimental un-
certainties.
In a discussion of the possibilities for nuclear spin symmetry

conversion in supersonic jet expansions, the two main
mechanisms of the intramolecular quantum relaxation in the
monomer18,26,41,45 or by cluster formation47 should be
considered. In the present experiment the formation of clusters
(CH3X)n or (CHD3)n is not too important, as has been studied
in detail for similar conditions of seeded supersonic expansions
of the normal isotopmers of CH4,

31,33 and the exchange of
protons within the cluster is highly unlikely. Thus, our results
on nuclear spin symmetry conservation are consistent with the
expectation of only a small effect from the intramolecular
quantum relaxation mechanism. The results on CH3D may
deserve further attention. Also, the complexity of the CHD3
sublevel structure in the A and E nuclear spin isomers raises
the question of nuclear spin symmetry conversion within the
substructure which contains different nuclear spin isomers
(Section 3.1). Investigation of such effects would be possible
with studies at hyperfine resolution,61 which remain a task for
the future.
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